DEGREES OF WISDOM

Before World War I, two young immigrants from tiny Russian villages met for the first time at a social evening in New York hosted by friends from the girl’s shetel. She was a rosy-cheeked, full-busted redhead, he a dark-eyed romantic who worked the typical 72-hour week of that era, wrote Yiddish poetry, and had gotten himself into a sticky tang with a married lady. The zofig redhead fell for him like a ton of bricks. Within weeks the young man, perhaps dreaming of creating a family in his new land but more likely desperate to escape from his wedded siren’s clutches, proposed. Alas, my poor Papa spent most of the half-century of their union nuing it, but my sweet Mom loved him to the end of her life.

Although my brother and I were depression kids we didn’t feel poor because no one lived ‘fancy’ except in movies. Oh, sure, some boys had nifty baseball mitts, and my snooty classmate Ruth showed off her angora sweaters -- but at nine years old I knew, having absorbed old-time socialism and love of justice from mother’s milk, that Ruth’s father-the-capitalist got rich only by underpaying and exploiting his workers!

With no formal education of their own, our parents imbued us with a bone-deep respect for learning. My brother, whom I hero-worshipped (still do), worked his way thru college, survived action in the Pacific as a naval lieutenant JG in WW II, got his PhD, and became an economics prof at a big university. (Mom and Pop nearly expired from joy.) Meanwhile, the kid sister was too busy working, marrying, having babies, divorcing, remarrying, mothering and stepmothering, to think about degrees.

A Prophetic Pilot Study

I was well into middle age by the time I got my priorities straightened out and completed a Bachelor of Science in UCBerkeley’s nutrition department. Four years later, publishing The Felix Letter in 1981, I was taking on heavy guns in the medical world without an MS or PhD after my name to shield me. But scouring obscure research literature led me to the awesome concepts of Donald O. Rudin, the MD who conducted a 1- to 2-year human pilot study, not double blind but controlled -- the first to monitor effects of omega-3-rich flaxseed oil or fish oil on a broad spectrum of chronic common ailments in 32 volunteers, and on a variety of mental disorders in 12 volunteers.

Enter Omega-3s!

As to the remarkable outcomes, titles of two of Rudin’s journal articles say it well: “The dominant diseases of modernized societies as omega-3 essential fatty acid deficiency syndrome: Substrate beriberi.” (Medical Hypotheses 8:17-47, 1982).

And “The major psychoses and neuroses as omega-3 essential fatty acid deficiency syndrome: Substrate pellagra” (Biological Psychiatry, 16(9):837-50, 1981).

The latter referred to the parallels between the mental/emotional disorders in the wake of U.S. underconsumption of omega-3s (w3s), with the similar progression, from neuroses to full-blown insanity, seen earlier in the century in pellagra, caused by widespread deficiencies of the B vitamin niacin and amino acid tryptophan. Orthodoxy psychiatry is just beginning to dip a toe daintily into these nutritional waters, while enlightened colleagues in the field are forging ahead with remarkable studies.

Enlightenment at Last!

Even before the 1980s, peerless scientists thought w3s well worth investigating.* As I followed their ‘paper trail,’ I felt they were granting me the keys to the kingdom -- I understood at last how nutrition worked!

The explosive theories of Rudin and the others suggested w3s weren’t just any old fats, but were missing links in a major hormonal/ regulatory system, existing in every cell and tissue including the brain, and derived solely from w6 and w3 fats. "That the we had the power to modulate this system by balancing our intake of w6 and w3. "That we were eating 80% fewer w3s than our ancestors did. "That the huge amounts of w6 oils and trans-fats we now consumed were creating a calamitous w6-w3 imbalance. "And that this latter-day imbalance was a key player in the rise of modern ailments, not just heart disease but covering the spectrum from dandruff to depression.

I believe The Felix Letter was the first U.S. popular-style publication in 1983 to talk about these concepts, because my goal was--still is--to sort out stuff with relevance to health that can be acted upon by everyone. I see no purpose in waiting 15 to 50 years for complete accord among the experts about the food factors that, in fact, we should be increasing right now (w3s), or should be reducing (w6s) and eliminating (trans-fats).

Now, glory be! -- omega-3 sensibility is upon us bigtime. Mainstream magazines rhapsodize about flax oil and flaxmeal; breakfast cereals proudly feature flaxseed. In study after study fish, fish oil, flaxmeal, and flax oil keep 'coming up roses' for the heart, skin, joints, immune and reproductive systems, and, yes, the brain.

(All of this to let readers know advanced degrees aren’t a precondition for commonsense.)

SICKLE-CELL REVELATION!

Which leads me to an area where folk wisdom re nutrition needs badly to be resurrected. In FLs 105/106 I described the struggle by Oji Agbai, PhD ND, to find acceptance among medical experts for potassium thiocyanate treatment in sickle cell disease. In both human and in vitro studies he’s proven that thiocyanate inhibits formation of the abnormal long, rigid crystals of hemoglobin which distort red blood cells into fragile sickle shapes. These sickled blood cells disintegrate quickly, leading to severe anemia. They clog capillaries and cut off circulation, harming organs and tissues and causing unbearable pain. We’re talking about toddlers and young children having to endure unimaginable suffering. It’s a disease of the young.

Currently, doctors rely mainly on transfusions, antibiotics, and pain medication. Some sicklers are being treated with hydroxyurea, which offers promise but also problems. The riskiest and most expensive procedures involve bone-marrow and stem-cell transplants.

*My enlightenment came from worldwide studies (U.K., Australia, Norway, Italy, Japan, US, etc.) by early researchers like Hugh Sinclair, J Dyerberg, HO Bang, Michael A Crawford, James F Mead, Ralph T Holman, William Lands, C Galli, A J Sinclair, Howard Sprecher, Philip Needleman, David Horrobin, Nicolas Bazan, Anthony L Wills, E Aaes-Jorgensen, Wm S Harris, Sandra and Wm E Connor, J Tinoco, MS Lampy, Peter C Weber, Rashida Karmali, Martha McMurry, SH Goodnight, T Sanders, PA Owen, G Hamazaki, A Hirai, JR Vane -- and many more. Our deep gratitude to all of you and to the many current workers in this research endeavor.
In other words, there's nothing available that compares with potassium thiocyanate in simplicity, low cost, safety, and effectiveness, according to Dr. Agbai and an MD in Atlanta, Wm E Richardson, who employs it in his practice. The only human case study was published in 1932, recounting extraordinary success of potassium thiocyanate in maintaining steady relief from intractable pain in a young black sickler, after every treatment including high doses of morphine failed. (I described this fully in Fls 105/106 and 82.)

A Stone Wall of Silence

So why is this being ignored? Simply put, I believe it hasn't gotten the green light for formal studies under orthodox medical auspices because potassium thiocyanate is unpatentable. It's listed in the standard pharmacopoeia.

The thiocyanate part is a normal constituent of plasma and saliva, derived from plant foods that contain it, e.g., broccoli, sweet potatoes. Or it may come from approximately 1200 edible plants that contain cyanide, which the body handily detoxifies by transforming it with a sulfur molecule into thiocyanate. Why would any scientists in their right minds try to get funding [hah!] for exploring unpatentable substances derived from plant foods?

I Learn About a Successful Study!

In Fls 105/106 I implied incorrectly that other than the 1932 paper, there wasn't a single published study on potassium thiocyanate's antiscilling capacities.

Robert G. Houston¹, science consultant for TV documentaries and staunch investigative journalist, straightened me out! He sent me a paper that changed the whole picture.

"Perturbants affecting gelation, rates of aggregation and solubility of sickle cell hemoglobin" was published in Proceedings of the First National Symposium On Sickle Cell Disease in 1974! The symposium took place in Washington, DC that year, sponsored by the Sickle Cell Disease Branch of the National Institutes of Health, no less.

Study conclusion: thiocyanate was far and away the best antisciller of all likely ones tested -- its effects were "profound."

Can someone in the NIH and sickle-cell research community explain why this very promising in vitro study was never followed up, especially in light of the 1932 human success story?

Is it too strong to call this neglect dishonest, let alone a betrayal of young sufferers? Maybe it boils down to something I've suspected all along. In the USOfA the business of health is mainly...business.


AN EARLY REMEDY FOR HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE

Few MDs today are aware that potassium thiocyanate was employed as a medical antihypertensive in the 1920s, '30s, & '40s. That is, until the post-WWII explosion in pharmaceuticals produced one hot number after another to deal with the condition. Most have impressive side effects, and fatalities are not unknown.

In those earlier years the AMA wasn't too keen about potassium thiocyanate, refusing to endow it on the grounds of its toxic effects and incomplete proof of efficacy. But I have a slew of medical papers from that era saying the opposite -- that it worked reasonably well to reduce both diastolic and systolic pressures and relieve accompanying headache and dizziness.

Also, that once a system had been set up (around 1936) for monitoring blood thiocyanate levels, the use of dosages that maintained appropriate levels did not lead to toxicity. (There had been nonfatal and some fatal accidents because of too high levels.)

"Nature's Depressor Substances"

In 1941, researchers compared thiocyanate ("sulfocyanate") blood levels and blood pressures in 241 persons, observing a consistent pattern of higher thiocyanate levels with lower pressure, and vice versa. They also saw patients' hypersensitivity responding consistently to potassium sulfocyanate.

Although they didn't necessarily relate this to thiocyanate-yielding foods, they concluded that sulfocyanates are present naturally in the body and that their study "suggests very strongly, even if it does not prove, that sulfocyanates are nature's depressor substances which help to stabilize the balance between hypertension and hypotension." [V.S. Cavinnes et al., North Carolina Medical Journal, Vol. 2, Nov. 1941.]

Toxicity Fears

In biochemistry and botany, cyanide-yielding plants (also called cyanogens or nitriloisides) invariably are dealt with as toxins or potential ones for humans as well as for grazing livestock. I don't have fantasies of being a one-writer whirlwind that'll turn this around, but I can lay out arguments for taking a longer view. The ubiquitiveness of nitriloisides (about 1200 edible plants) and the existence of efficient detoxifying enzyme systems in humans and probably in most creatures do not appear accidental.

Cyanide awareness is very old. "Prussic acid" -- another name for cyanide -- released from bitter almonds was recognized centuries ago. Yet the nitriloisides are favored foods for many living creatures, as well as for humans before commercialization of foods took over, despite awareness since ancient times of their potential for poisoning, let alone death.

Sure, there are cautions in everyday consumption of cyanogens. Without adequate protein to provide sulfur amino acids (methionine and cysteine) for conversion to thiocyanate, nitriloisides can lead to nerve damage and other symptoms of toxicity. This phenomenon was well known in poverty-stricken areas where cassava (manioc), for instance, became the primary staple because protein foods were unaffordable. And too many nitriloisides and thiocyanate foods without ample iodine in the diet can cause serious thyroid deficiency.

Some familiar foods that provide cyanide and/or thiocyanate:

• Most fruit kernels or seeds (eg, apricot, apple, plum, papaya)
• Most beans and peas, more if sprouted (eg, mung, garbanzo)
• Most berries (eg, blackberry, huckleberry, raspberry)
• Flaxseed
• Chia seed
• Buckwheat, millet, sorghum
• Vegetables (eg, broccoli, kale, sweet potato). These contain only thiocyanate.
• Among richest sources of cyanide plus thiocyanate are manioc, also called cassava or yuca; and true yams. (The latter are monocotyledons; so-called yams in U.S. are dicotyledons in the sweet potato family.)

A lethal oral dose of cyanide (hydrocyanic acid, HCN) may vary from 35 to 250 milligrams for a 154-lb (70 kg) person, yet indigenous African and West Indies diets may commonly yield 20 to 100 milligrams HCN throughout the day. Spacing of intake probably is protective against toxicity.

For those readers who choose to eat apricot kernels, rule of thumb is: don't eat more kernels at a time than you would apricots. One apricot kernel may release 1.6 milligrams HCN; and 5 - 10 apricot kernels from 8 to 16 milligrams HCN.

This could undoubtedly help boost blood thiocyanate to useful levels. Sounds good to me! **
An Intriguing Puzzle

Black Americans suffer from lethal hypertension on a colossal scale compared with all other racial groups. Sure, low income and stress undoubtedly contribute to this phenomenon. But there’s something to ponder. Black Africans in rural Africa up to about 40 years ago rarely had high blood pressure even as they aged. A number of researchers marveled at its rarity, especially as later studies all show blood pressures commonly to be as high or higher than in white Africans, true especially of urban dwellers, but of rural Blacks too.

Aside from speculating on the increased stress of modern urban compared with rural life, none of these papers make what to me is the obvious connection: ‘Africans’ diets have changed!’

In my files are lively early studies of the traditional foods of Africa. Practically every other staple is a nitrosilide!

In modern Africa, instead of cyanogenic millet, African yam, manioc, and sorghum grain, people now use bread and rice as their main carbo – not a cyanide molecule in a carload!

The North Carolina researchers noted in 1941 that some patients required much higher potassium thiocyanate dosages to stabilize their blood pressure. Is it possible that many Black Americans may need higher-than-average cyanide blood levels to stabilize their blood pressure, because the diet of their African (and West Indies) ancestors for centuries was so uniformly rich in nitrosilides???

Where do we go from here?

In the 1970s when the Laetrile ‘scandals’ hit the headlines, doctors lost their licenses and went to jail for offering this nitrosilide-derived medication to cancer patients. The stormy climate around Laetrile effectively closed off any potential research on the nitrosilides -- no cautionist scientist would choose to be tarred with the anticancer Laetrile brush!

The nitrosilides may have anticancer properties, but as far as I’m concerned, that’s neither-her nor there. What nitrosilide and thiocyanate foods have been proven to do when they’re ingested and raise blood thiocyanate levels is:

1. help to prevent hemoglobin in red blood cells of vulnerable persons from sickling;

2. act as “nature’s depressor substances which help to stabilize the balance between hypertension and hypotension.”

Right now, that’s enough for me! If these two properties don’t deserve a well-funded, substantial, ongoing, long-term body of research by universities and government labs (Yo! NIH, y’hear me?), then something is seriously screwed. Maybe privately endowed foundations? !?? Forget about the pharmaceutical giants doing it -- it’s food-related; the stuff’s not patentable.

Not to say that thiocyanate-yielding foods and supplements are the sole answers to the complex health problems in sickle cell anemia and hypertension. They may, however, be indispensable to nature’s true preventive measures for these ailments. Thiocyanate may also offer a base from which safer treatments than those currently available can be developed.

So I guess it’ll be up to all of us, hi- or low-dreged, to rattle a few cages, share information with our doctors, talk to community and church groups and, above all, eat heartily of these blessed victuals!

GOOD TIDINGS

Scientists have discovered new nerve cells sprouting deep within the adult human brain, undercutting the ancient biological dogma that dead brain cells can never be replaced.

“Neurons -- the precious functional cells of the central nervous system -- have been thought to stop multiplying about the same time children lose their baby teeth, then gradually die off throughout adulthood.

“Now, it seems that certain regions of the brain may remain young -- or at least able to carry on a process known as ‘neurogenesis’ well into adulthood.”

This S.F. Chronicle report of the joint work of researchers in Sweden and at the Salk Institute in San Diego appeared October 30, 1998, the scientists quoted as saying the human brain may retain “the potential for self-renewal throughout life.”

A year later, confirmation comes from Princeton neurologists Elizabeth Gould and Charles Gross (Science, October 15, 1999).

Apparent, thousands of freshly born neurons develop daily and migrate to regions of the cortex that are responsible for how we think and how we are!

D’YOU SUPPOSE THEY’LL EVER SAY THEY’RE SORRY?

Two vitamins I get sentimental over are folic acid and E. Vitamin E got a ‘quackery’ label from the medical experts right off the bat, but everything I read by Ev Shute & WE Shute, Canadian MDs who reported on its usefulness and safety more than fifty years ago, made sense. I first learned about their work in 1955 when I read Adelle Davis’ Let’s Eat Right To Keep Fit (Harcourt, Brace & World, 1954), the book that whooshed through our lives like a tsunami and, 20 years later, swept me back to college for a degree in nutrition science.

The ‘experts’ finally are catching up with the Shutes as one study after another confirms how vitamin E protects the heart. Even the AMA says it does in one of their journals, Archives of Family Medicine. 1999;8:537-542, “The
role of vitamin E in the prevention of heart disease." The quackery label and endless warnings about vitamin E's dangers are receding, hallelujah! But aren't you glad you started taking supplements 30, 40, or even 50 years ago?

**Unforgivable Advice by the Experts**

I've been harping about folic acid for years, decrying the absurdity -- say, criminality -- of the 1989 Food & Nutrition Board of the National Academy of Sciences in slashing the previous official RDA from 400 micrograms a day, to 200 for men and 180 for women. Worst of all, for pregnant women they dropped the RDA from 800 micrograms per day to 400.

I hope the "pure scientists" who made those decisions are praying for divine mercy now! Journals are blooming with studies showing folic acid to be critical in preventing a common disorder--abnormally high blood levels of homocysteine--currently recognized as a major cause of heart disease. Also that lots more than 200 or 180 micrograms of folate a day are needed -- more like 700 or 800 -- for this protection!

Even while the 1989 decision was being made to cut the RDA in half for pregnant women, earnest scientists were showing that inadequate folic acid in the mother's diet was a prime factor in neural tube defect, a cause of spinal cord and brain deformities in her newborn! Just as important was the finding that for prevention, ample folic acid had to be in the mother's diet within six weeks after conception.

Nevertheless, the Board and Academy's stern dictum was that folic acid supplements should be given to a pregnant woman only after her diet was evaluated by health professionals, and never before the 13th week of pregnancy.

**Were These Tragedies Avoidable?**

Then in 1995, as reported in FL 85, researchers found a connection between inadequate periconceptional folic acid intake by mothers and "orofacial clefts" (cleft lip and palate) in their infants. Their recommendation: that women take multivitamins containing folic acid from one month before through two months after conception.

In October 1999 a complex study in that journal by S J James et al. determined that women have a 2.6-fold higher risk of having a Down syndrome baby if they have a specific gene defect that causes a gradual buildup of homocysteine in their blood. This gene defect retards the activity of an enzyme that, together with folic acid, normally helps to convert potentially harmful homocysteine into methionine and other vital molecules.

Since this gene defect is proving to be surprisingly prevalent in the general population, the researchers ask why don't more women with the defect have Down babies? Other factors, especially dietary ones, may be involved, they suggest.

For instance, **extra amounts of folic acid are needed**, before this slowed-down enzyme can trigger the crucial conversion to methionine that gets rid of homocysteine. The mothers of Down babies in the study, even those who didn't have the gene defect, had abnormally high homocysteine blood levels, had generally low folate intakes, and many had been on weight-loss diets at time of conception.

Almost everything our hunter-gatherer ancestors ate was loaded with folic acid! Maybe that's why the gene defect could develop without causing trouble. But in our industrialized world we've become chronically low in this vitamin, as survey after survey reveals.

The authors write: "Because supplemental folic acid normalizes homocysteine concentrations and reduces incidence of neural tube defects, it is tempting to speculate that prenatal supplementation could similarly reduce the incidence of Down syndrome; however, controlled prospective clinical trials will be required to validate this assumption."

(Don't wait, ladies: tank up on the stuff. It's like chicken soup -- it can't hurt!)

**Remorse?**

Having blown it very badly in 1989, a contrite National Academy of Sciences, in its Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) replacing the RDAs this year, says all adult men and women need 400 micrograms of folate daily (up from 180), but that women aged 19 to 50 years should ingest an additional 400 micrograms to reduce the risk of having a baby with neural tube defects.

**BURIED TREASURE**

I began publishing The Felix Letter because I was frustrated that worthwhile research continued to be ignored in everyday clinical practice. What were doctors and dietitians waiting for -- some ultimate pronouncement from on high?? -- a final okay from the AMA, or that pillar of dietetic correctness, the ADA?? (The American Dietetics Assoc., by the way, is opposed to the new FDA proposal that trans-fatty acids, those heart-damaging products of high-tech hydrogenation, be identified by label on packaged foods. It will only confuse consumers, their spokesperson said.)

It comes as a nice surprise therefore that the ADA's journal recently acknowledged the importance of Reinhold Vieth MD's monumental review of vitamin D research in the first 1999 Amer. J of Clinical Nutrition. (I reported on it in FLs 103 to 106.) Essentially, he said current medical understanding of vitamin D is hopelessly mired in the poor science behind the toxicity alarms, and in outdated studies. Not only are dietary recommendations inadequate, he wrote, but actual standards for vitamin D blood tests are fatally flawed. The "reference intervals" in these tests interpret dangerously low levels as normal, while any vitamin D levels approaching normalcy are deemed dangerously high!

No wonder everyone's confused! When I mailed FLs 105/106 to Dr. Vieth in Toronto, he e-mailed his thanks plus the following paragraph that I'm quoting with his permission. For me, it says it all.

-This was a gratifying article to publish. Two years ago, I decided to write the review instead of writing up other of my research work, because I couldn't believe the prevalent misinformation out there about vitamin D -- why wasn't everybody aware of the published reality?

-It is nice to have written something that doesn't simply disappear into the sea of research papers in some library. One of the problems with modern science (and scientists) is that it focuses so much on publishing new findings. We rarely have the time to devote intellectual energy to make sense of the information. The academic kudos are based on 'how much research papers did you publish?'

-Did you know a peer-reviewed review article counts as nothing when applying for research grant support? Who will ever put together in a sensible form all the new ‘knowledge' being generated?

-The vitamin D story is a prime example. Much of the content of my review was over 20 years old! I was pleased with the reaction to the review, but find it amazing that even scientists in the field considered it new information."

So now we know how desperately the role of diggers in medical archives is needed. By disclosing nuggets of pure nutritional gold, they give us the option of adopting the metal as currency for our everyday transactions. They are my heroes.
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